Blackjack Rules:

Cards 2 through 10 have their face value.
J, Q, and K are worth 10 points each.
Ace is worth 1 or 11 points.

Deal 2 cards to each player, face up
Deal 2 cards to dealer, 1 face up 1 face down

If any player has a blackjack, that player wins, unless the dealer also has blackjack then it is a tie (push)

Starting to the dealers left, each player takes a turn:

Player must decide to stand or hit. A player can hit as many times as he feels until either the player wants to stand or they bust.

Dealer's Turn:

Dealer shows hidden card
If the dealer has a blackjack, all players not holding a blackjack lose, else it is tie (push)

Dealer must hit while his points under 17

Once dealer is done. Compare all players to dealer.
Players above win. Players below lose. Tied players (push)